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The Clean-Up of Fusion Reactor Waste Gases
A STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF IMPURITIES ON SILVER-PALLADIUM
The viability of nuclear fusion reactors will membrane behaviour. However, a recent paper
depend, in part, upon the effectiveness of the from the Centre d’Etudes Nucleaires de Saclay
fuel clean-up system. One of the purposes of gives experimental data for the diffusion of
this system is to separate hydrogen isotopes hydrogen through palladium-silver in the
from impurities in the exhaust emanating from presence of the impurities expected to occur in
the plasma. Such treatment can be achieved by fusion reactor waste gases (J. Chabot, J.
cryogenic techniques, but these are made more Lecomte, C. Grumet and J. Sannier, Fllsion
effective if a preliminary removal of impurities T e c h d . , 1988,14,(2),part 2A, 614-618).
can be performed. The technique favoured for
The French team investigated palladium-23
this first stage is diffusion through palladium silver under partial pressures of hydrogen of 14
alloy membranes, which has been used com- k h , and temperatures between 40and 725K.
mercially for many years to produce high purity Their findings indicate that methane and carhydrogen for use in a wide range of industrial bon dioxide have a depressing effect upon the
applications including the electronics industry. hydrogen permeability at temperatures below
The alloy most commonly used for hydrogen 425K, when present in concentrations of 9
purification is silver-palladium, with silver con- volume per cent in a carrier of helium. Howtents in the range 20 to 25 weight per cent. The ever, carbon monoxide at 0.2 volume per cent
operating regime is predominantly hydrogen was found to severely degrade hydrogen permerich, at pressures between I and 2 MPa and ability, under the same conditions. The detritemperatures between 570 and 720K. Under mental effect of carbon monoxide was found to
these conditions no loss of activity of the alloy extend up to 57oK,as the concentrationwas inmembrane surface due to carbon monoxide, creased to 9.5 volume per cent. No synergism
carbon dioxide or water present as impurities between the various impurity gases was observed, and the effect of carbon monoxide in
has been reported.
In the potential fusion reactor fuel appli- mixtures was primarily that equivalent to the
cation the aim is to separate the hydrogen concentration of carbon monoxide alone.
Regeneration of the membrane was found to be
isotopes from impurities such as C(H,D,T),,
(H,D,T),O and N(H,D,T),, as well as from possible by thermal treatment, either in vacuo
carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, oxygen and at 523K or by surface oxidatiodreduction
nitrogen. Thus it is desirable to restrict treatments.
operating temperatures and pressures as far as
A second valuable finding from this work is
possible, in order to limit diffusion through the that a significant carbon monoxidehydrogen
structural components of the system. Under reaction was observed at temperatures in excess
such conditions, however, loss of membrane of 650K,with the formation of methane, caractivity due to poisoning by impurities is poss- bon dioxide and water, probably as a result of
ible; the most likely cause being related to the catalytic activity of the alloy membrane surchemisorption onto active alloy sites of im- face. Thus this work has defined limits within
purity molecules, with a subsequent loss of which the utilisation of palladium alloy memthese sites for the promotion of through- branes for the purification of fusion reactor feed
membrane diffusion. A reduction in the gas appears to be feasible, that is within the
operating temperature will promote chemi- temperature range 475 to 65oK.
The same group are currently considering the
sorption, but at the expense of desorption, and
there has been a lack of information about the influence of other gaseous contaminants on this
D.R.C.
effect of large amounts of impurities upon process.
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